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Introduction 

 

This worksheet will help you learn and practice our 8-step method for using Mindfulness 

as a skill in daily life. It is based on the guided meditations we publish at our website, which you 

can listen to by following this link. They are also available as part of a YouTube playlist which 

you can find here. Listening to the meditations are enjoyable in their own right and will help 

you create your own practice. 

One note of encouragement: there is no right or wrong way to practice mindfulness, 

which is merely the act of observing and accepting your emotions. We hope you find this 

method helpful and use of it what you like in order to achieve your emotional and practical 

goals. 

If you have any questions or would like to arrange for private training sessions, feel free 

to write us at frank@thebraingarage.com. 

 

  

http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/category/mindfulness/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rqCT32tOeE&list=PL35JTPdPP49NSeJzyGE6Ioom7sZLrReGI
mailto:frank@thebraingarage.com
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The Skill of Mindfulness Worksheet 

 

The process begins, as does traditional mindfulness meditation, with the act of 

breathing deeply and naturally, and observing your thoughts or emotions. As you continue to 

observe your emotions, these are the 8 guideposts you can use to make your experience less 

stressful and your responses more effective. This worksheet is provided for people who may 

enjoy the process of writing through their experience of observing their emotions. The answer 

section can also be used as the basis  of a guided meditation script you can then read aloud 

and/or record into an audio program to listen as you would a traditional guided meditation. 

 

1. Can You Find Your Emotions to be Curious? 

As you observe yourself, experiencing these emotions, do you see anything interesting about this? Does 

it strike you as unique or puzzling? 

  

As I observe my emotions, I can see that it is curious that 

I experience ____________________________________________. 

 

2. Can You See the Humor in the Situation? 

As you continue to observe your emotions, can you see the humor in the situation or your 

response? As in the sense of the Human Comedy? 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, finding them curious, 

breathing deeply and naturally, I can see that it is also 

slightly humorous curious that I experience  

_________________________________________________.  
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3. You Can Accept Your Emotions and Your Self 

As you continue to observe your emotions, you can accept that you are having them, and 

accept the fact that you are a human being who occasionally experiences normal human 

emotions. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply, 

finding them curious and perhaps slightly humorous, I accept my 

experience of _______________________________ and I accept myself 

as someone who occasionally experiences ______________________. 

 

4. You Will Experience Diminishing of the Intensity of the Emotion 

As you continue to observe yourself having this emotion, having found it curious or humorous 

and accepting that you can occasionally experience this emotion, you will also observe that it is 

diminishing in intensity. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, finding them curious 

and slightly funny and accepting them, I also observe that I am 

experiencing a lessening of the intensity of 

____________________________________________. 

 

5. You Can Have Compassion for Your Self 

As you continue to observe your emotions, having accepted them, you can have compassion for 

yourself, that is you can love yourself as someone who has these emotions, and may be 

experiencing them now. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply and 

naturally, finding them slightly humorous and accepting them, I 
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can have compassion for myself as someone who experiences  

___________________________ and that I can love myself 

unconditionally as someone who occasionally feels 

___________________________. 

 

6. You May Flash on an Understanding 

As you continue to observe yourself experiencing a diminished form of this emotion, you may 

flash on an understanding of where this habitual response came from - or you may not, but you 

can still understand that you can observe yourself understanding that you are a person who has 

normal emotions. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, finding them slightly 

curious and accepting them while breathing deeply and naturally, 

feeling them diminish in intensity, I understand that I am a 

human being who experiences a wide range of emotions that 

sometimes include __________________________________________. 

 

7. You Are Able to Move Forward 

As you continue to observe yourself experiencing this emotion you can feel the freedom that 

comes from accepting the emotion and find yourself able to move forward with the task at 

hand - in a more effective and relaxed way than you have been able to do previously. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply and 

naturally, accepting them and also observing that they are 

diminishing in intensity as I have compassion for myself, I find 

that I am able to gracefully move forward from the feeling of  

_______________________ and do the things that need to be done. 
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8. You Will Understand that Emotions are Arbitrary 

As you continue to observe yourself experiencing this emotion, and accepting yourself you will 

grow in your understanding that emotions are by their very nature a choice - that we have 

learned most of our emotional responses through habit and repetition and learning and that, as 

we learn to not be controlled or overwhelmed by them that we can literally shift them, and 

create them into emotions that enable us to get the things we want to have, do and be. This is 

also a cumulative benefit, for as you continue to practice this skill, you will find over time that 

you can begin to choose the kind of emotions you want to have before you even begin a project 

or interaction. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply, 

accepting them and feeling more relaxed and able to move forward 

I can see that the emotion of __________________________ is in 

fact a learned pattern of behavior and that as I practice the 

skill of mindfulness I am teaching myself a new habit of 

observing my emotions, accepting them and having compassion for 

myself as someone who occasionally experiences 

_____________________________________. 
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The Skill of Mindfulness Worksheet (Filled-Out Example) 

 

The process begins, as does traditional mindfulness meditation, with the act of 

breathing deeply and naturally, and observing your thoughts or emotions. As you continue to 

observe your emotions, these are the 8 guideposts you can use to make your experience less 

stressful and your responses more effective. This worksheet is provided for people who may 

enjoy the process of writing through their experience of observing their emotions. The answer 

section can also be used as the basis  of a guided meditation script you can then read aloud 

and/or record into an audio program to listen as you would a traditional guided meditation. 

 

1. Can You Find Your Emotions to be Curious? 

As you observe yourself, experiencing these emotions, do you see anything interesting about 

this? Does it strike you as unique or puzzling? 

 

As I observe my emotions, I can see that it is curious that 

I experience stress in response to deadlines at work. 

 

2. Can You See the Humor in the Situation? 

As you continue to observe your emotions, can you see the humor in the situation or your 

response? As in the sense of the Human Comedy? 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, finding them curious, 

breathing deeply and naturally, I can see that it is also 

slightly humorous curious that I experience stress in response to 

deadlines at work. 
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3. You Can Accept Your Emotions and Your Self 

As you continue to observe your emotions, you can accept that you are having them, and 

accept the fact that you are a human being who occasionally experiences normal human 

emotions. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply, 

finding them curious and perhaps slightly humorous, I accept my 

experience of stress in response to deadlines and I accept myself 

as someone who occasionally experiences stress in response to 

deadlines. 

 

4. You Will Experience Diminishing of the Intensity of the Emotion 

As you continue to observe yourself having this emotion, having found it curious or humorous 

and accepting that you can occasionally experience this emotion, you will also observe that it is 

diminishing in intensity. 

  

As I continue to observe my emotions, finding them curious 

and slightly funny and accepting them, I also observe that I am 

experiencing a lessening of the intensity of stress in response 

to deadlines. 

 

5. You Can Have Compassion for Your Self 

As you continue to observe your emotions, having accepted them, you can have compassion for 

yourself, that is you can love yourself as someone who has these emotions, and may be 

experiencing them now. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply and 

naturally, finding them slightly humorous and accepting them, I 
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can have compassion for myself as someone who experiences  stress 

in response to deadlines and that I can love myself 

unconditionally as someone who occasionally feels stress in 

response to deadlines. 

 

6. You May Flash on an Understanding 

As you continue to observe yourself experiencing a diminished form of this emotion, 

you may flash on an understanding of where this habitual response came from - or you may 

not, but you can still understand that you can observe yourself understanding that you are a 

person who has normal emotions. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, finding them slightly 

curious and accepting them while breathing deeply and naturally, 

feeling them diminish in intensity, I understand that I am a 

human being who experiences a wide range of emotions that 

sometimes include stress in response to deadlines. 

 

7. You Are Able to Move Forward 

As you continue to observe yourself experiencing this emotion you can feel the freedom that 

comes from accepting the emotion and find yourself able to move forward with the task at 

hand - in a more effective and relaxed way than you have been able to do previously. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply and 

naturally, accepting them and also observing that they are 

diminishing in intensity as I have compassion for myself, I find 

that I am able to gracefully move forward from the feeling of  

stress in response to deadlines and do the things that need to be 

done. 
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8. You Will Understand that Emotions are Arbitrary 

As you continue to observe yourself experiencing this emotion, and accepting yourself you will 

grow in your understanding that emotions are by their very nature a choice - that we have 

learned most of our emotional responses through habit and repetition and learning and that, as 

we learn to not be controlled or overwhelmed by them that we can literally shift them, and 

create them into emotions that enable us to get the things we want to have, do and be. This is 

also a cumulative benefit, for as you continue to practice this skill, you will find over time that 

you can begin to choose the kind of emotions you want to have before you even begin a project 

or interaction. 

 

As I continue to observe my emotions, breathing deeply, 

accepting them and feeling more relaxed and able to move forward 

I can see that the emotion of stress in response to deadlines is 

in fact a learned pattern of behavior and that as I practice the 

skill of mindfulness I am teaching myself a new habit of 

observing my emotions, accepting them and having compassion for 

myself as someone who occasionally experiences stress in response 

to deadlines.  
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List of Free-to-Listen Mindfulness Recorded Sessions 

The following programs are available for you to listen free at our website. To view the 

latest recordings, click here; you may also listen to these at our YouTube Playlist, here. 

Unconditional Self-Acceptance With Mindfulness MP3 

Handle Financial Stress With Mindfulness MP3 

Overcome Fear of Flying With Mindfulness MP3 

Overcome Your Fears With Mindfulness MP3 

Overcome Fear of Public Speaking With Mindfulness MP3 

Enjoy Success With Mindfulness MP3 

Reach Your Potential With Mindfulness MP3 

Improve Self-Esteem With Mindfulness MP3 

Release the Past With Mindfulness MP3 

Stop Worrying With Mindfulness MP3 

Overcome Indecision With Mindfulness MP3 

Overcome Test Taking Anxiety With Mindfulness MP3 

Improve Self-Confidence With Mindfulness MP3 

Reduce Stress with Mindfulness MP3 

Overcome Procrastination with Mindfulness MP3 

 

 

http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/category/mindfulness/
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL35JTPdPP49NSeJzyGE6Ioom7sZLrReGI
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/unconditional-self-accpetance-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/handle-financial-stress-with-mindfulness/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/overcome-fear-of-flying-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/overcome-your-fears-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/overcome-fear-of-public-speaking-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/enjoy-success-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/reach-your-potential-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/improve-self-esteem-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/release-the-past-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/stop-worrying-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/overcome-indecision-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/overcome-test-taking-anxiety-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/improve-self-confidence-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/reduce-stress-with-mindfulness-mp3/
http://thebraingarage.com/downloads/overcome-procrastination-with-mindfulness/

